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Introduction

Genomes encode the instructions for life forms. The ability to change this code
in living cells can enable manipulation of organismal function and development.
Though this was previously challenging, the recent advent of RNA-guided effectors
derived from the clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats
(CRISPR)-associated (Cas) systems has dramatically transformed our ability to
engineer genomes. Coupled with rapidly advancing synthetic biology toolsets, we
now have powerful capabilities to perturb genomes to decipher function, program
novel function, and repair aberrant function. With progressive advances, tools based
on the CRISPR-Cas systems are creating realistic possibilities to cure various human
diseases, and by enabling improved interpretation of the human genome, also
shedding powerful insights into new therapeutic targets. These advances ultimately
help foster the practice of precision medicine.
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Table: The CRISPR-Cas Toolbox
Tools
Genome Editing

Functions

		
		
Cas9
		
		
		

l

Cas9 nuclease associates with a 		
l Precision DNA targeting/editing;
programmable sgRNA molecule for
l Using orthologs increases PAM sequence versatility
RNA guided targeting of a specific
and targeting site diversity, and enables combinatorial
sequence within a genomic locus
use. PAM-interacting regions have also been modified
(or loci, in the case of multiplexed
for more versatile targeting.
1
targeting)
l Screening applications for novel disease-related
gene interactions

l

		
		
Cas9 nickase (Cas9n)

Mutation of either the RuvC or HNH
domain within Cas9 prevents doublestranded cleavage at the PAM sequence,
24
but enables single-strand “nicking.”

l

		

Advantages

l

Limitations

l Two

Cas9n can be utilized for double-stranded
cleavage at a target sequence, leading to improved
specificity
l Novel applications requiring just a single-strand nick

Off-target effects that are potentially
oncogenic; need to increase specificity
l Higher frequency of NHEJ over HDR

Decreased double-strand break
efficiency, due to requirement of 2
Cas9n at each target site

Genome Regulation

86

		
		
		
		
dCas9 and fusions
		
		
		
		
		

Mutation of both catalytic domains,
RuvC and HNH, within the Cas9
abolishes endonuclease activity, yielding
a “dead” Cas9 (dCas9); however, sgRNA
association and DNA targeting capabilities
15
are retained
l Fusions of repressive, activating,
methylating, etc. protein domains to
dCas9 enable novel epigenetic
14–16
functions
l

l Size

constraints for in vivo delivery
Requirement for continuous expression
of effectors

Non-editing based gene regulation;
l Reversible and enables fine tuning of the system

l

l Transcriptional

l

l

RNA Targeting
		
		
RNA Cas9 (RCas9)
		

Cas9 associated with sgRNA can target
ssRNA, when ssRNA is in trans with
additional PAM-presenting oligonucleotides
17
(PAMers)
l

l

Repeated dosing required for continuous
knockdown, etc.

level silencing can be achieved
Enables transcript regulation and trafficking

RNA-based Diagnostics
		
		
		
C2c2/ Cas13a
		
		
		

C2c2 nuclease associates with a
programmable sgRNA molecule for targeting
of a specific protospacer flanking sequence
(PFS) in RNA; upon cleavage of the specific
target RNA, C2c2 exhibits promiscuous
nuclease activity, cleaving
25
all non-specific nearby RNA sequences
l

Beyond diagnostics, fidelity of C2c2
remains to be evaluated in vivo
l

l Applied

26

for highly sensitive RNA-based diagnostics

sgRNA Optimization
		
		
		
sgRNA aptamers
		
		
		

27

Fusion of RNA apatamers (such as
MS2, boxB)
28,29
l Truncations of sgRNA
l Chemical modifications of sgRNA
l Incorporation of long non-coding RNA
elements (ie, Xist) up to 4.8kb in the
30–32
sgRNA
l

Ease of programmability with novel function
(such as activation, repression, etc.)
l Increased sgRNA stability
l Decreased off-target events
l Enables multiple functions on the same sgRNA
l

l Additional

effector proteins required for
desired genome engineering application

Delivery
AAV delivery of Cas9
		

l Adeno-Associated Viral

based delivery

Gene therapy applications
Lower immunogenicity
l Versatility of tissue-specific AAVs
l No AAV integration into host genome
l Transduction of both mitotic and post-mitotic cells
l

33,34

Delivery capacity is limited
Systemic diseases are difficult to target
with one AAV serotype
l

of Cas9

l

Cas9-based genome disruption or dCas9based genome repression, activation, etc.
using a pooled library of sgRNAs enables
multiplexed targeting of genes for loss-offunction or gain-of-function screening

l

l

l Applications

l

l

Genetic Screens
		
		
Cas9 or dCas9 based
		
		

l

Numerous genes targeted in a single screen
in discovering novel drug targets,
elucidating gene functions and interactions, genomic
21,22,35
element functions, and revealing gene fitness
l CRISPR-Cas systems enable high precision targeting

Library size limitations
Screens are conducted in cell lines, which
don’t fully recapitulate cell biology in vivo

Ongoing or Anticipated Clinical Trials
Though CRISPR-Cas holds promise to
revolutionize the treatment of various
diseases, current prospects for its direct
administration in vivo are still in early
stages due to limitations in targeting
efficiency, specificity, delivery, and other
risk considerations. We anticipate that initial
clinical applications will therefore be focused
on engineering of in vivo organ systems that
are immune privileged (such as the eye,
testicular Sertoli cells, placenta and to an
extent CNS), and also for ex vivo cellular
engineering. Notably, for the latter, the first
CRISPR-Cas9 based clinical trials are now
underway for a few disease indications, such
as enhancing immunotherapy through ex
vivo genome engineering of patient derived
T-cells23. As ex vivo methods enable
monitoring of genetically modified cells
are considered the safest direct therapeutic
application of CRISPR-Cas9 systems. Other
clinical trials for investigating the safety of
CRISPR-Cas9 are also underway.
Finally, though considerable research efforts
will be required before realization of
CRISPR-Cas systems in precision gene
therapeutics, these systems also have an
important contribution to pharmacological
development. Specifically, the precision of
the system coupled with application in genetic
screens, as indicated above, is anticipated
to further discovery of novel genetic roles,
interactions, or biological pathways that are
implicated in diseases, and in turn unravel
novel therapeutic targets. Taken together,
this recent advent of the powerful, versatile,
and rapidly advancing CRISPR-Cas toolsets is
poised to transform the practice of precision
medicine.
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